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ABSTRACT 

 
A great way to track where data flows inside a system is the use of a shadow memory containing taint 
bytes. Other data, which is dependent on tainted data will then be tainted as well. This works fine for 
normal dependencies, but when data becomes implicitly dependent on tainted data, a lot of data is 
marked tainted which makes taint tracking not usable. My research focused on how to find the places 
in a program where taint explosion occurs because of these implicit flows, and tries to make it easier 
to create rules and heuristics which prevent from overtainting. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the most difficult challenges in securing information systems, is how to identify which 
behaviour is malicious. For a banking application it can be fine that the account number is sent over 
the net, while we would think of this as malicious behaviour in other applications. It is hard to decide 
on such policy for automated systems. So instead of looking at behaviour, we might just focus on 
information: Which data is sensitive, and where is it allowed to go? The first simple step to take can be 
to look for places where this data should not go. For example if a local password ends up in the 
network output buffer, we might want to raise an alarm. This method, employed in so-called taint 
tracking [1], is part of a branch called Dynamic Information Flow Tracking (DIFT). It has been 
successfully applied to many applications such as virus detection [8], buffer overflow detection and 
preventing leaks of sensitive information.  

However, the taint tracking applied so far looked at explicit information flows. This means that 

1. For every byte of information we want to track we set another byte in shadow memory to 1 
2. When the data is copied or altered, the taint is copied too 
3. If we see tainted bytes in places we don’t want it to, raise an alarm. 

For simple programs, this works fine, however, a lot of information is potentially leaked via implicit 
flows. Consider the following example: 

 

int age; 

if(age>13) { 

 do_this(); 

 return; 

}  

 

If we consider age to be information we don’t want to leak, explicit taint tracking won’t help us 
here. The fact do_this() gets executed leaks the fact that the age is above 13, because it’s control 
dependent on it. Furthermore, if do_this() is not executed, we can conclude the age is below 13. 
Because of these information leaks, we should taint everything inside and outside after the if-branch. 
Unfortunately many operations in these branches have nothing to do with the information in the 
conditional statement, which leads to overtainting. Too much data gets tainted and many false 
positives obfuscate the alarms that make taint tracking useful. In this thesis we aim to visualize 
overtainting to help in understanding what can be done about it. 
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1.1 MOTIVATION 

 
The existence of implicit information flows makes explicit taint tracking not suitable to replace current 
security measures [10]. It simply isn’t able to track all possible leaks. There seems no other option than 
to incorporate implicit information flows into taint analysis. This conclusion led to a new branch of 
research in taint analysis, floating around the question: How can the number of false positives be 
reduced when implicit flows are tainted as well? 

When speaking about taint analysis, it is important to distinguish 4 different situations in which 
analysis can be done.  

 Source code available Source code unavailable 

Benign Open-source COTS 

Malicious -  Malware 

 

Each situation has its own possibilities and difficulties. Some work recently done by L. Cavallaro et 
al [1] suggests programmers of benign software could annotate control dependences in their program 
which would otherwise lead to a false positive. This might work, although it can be hard and time 
consuming for a programmer to decide which branches he should annotate. On the other hand, a 
malicious programmer could annotate every branch of his software, making it resilient to taint 
analysis. 

He and D. Volpano [2] also point out tracking implicit flows on binaries is nearly impossible. There 
exist too many uncertainties about the untaken branch, like which memory addresses would be 
updated and the address of indirect calls. So as analysis on binaries and  malicious software seems a 
bridge too far, the first thing to focus on is analysis on benign software where the source code is 
available.  

In this thesis we focus on benign open source software. The reason is that we want to be able to 
understand why taint flows to the places it does; having the code available makes this process much 
easier. By creating custom tools, we can analyse implicit flows and propose a way to go about them. 
We try to restrict the moments of taint propagation and see if it stops overtainting. The final purpose 
is to give the user the ability to understand why implicit flows happen, and show him the locations in 
code where they cause trouble. 
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1.2 APPROACH 

 
When evaluating taint spread, tools to visualize how taint propagates through a program would be 
very useful. We will produce a package of tools that can do this. We instrument a program with taint 
tracking at the source level, so instructions are inserted into the code during compilation. To monitor 
the taint flow, we take a similar approach and insert functions that write out the state of the stack and 
the heap to a file. With this information, we then can use several tools to analyse the taint spread over 
time. 

1.2.1 TEST SETUP 
In order to test these, we use an open source software package called lighttpd.  

Lighttpd is a lightweight webserver, which is suitable for this project because: 

- It’s open source    , necessary for our taint analysis 
- It’s small    , relatively easy to reason about 
- It’s widely deployed   , proof of applicability to daily used software 
- It’s written in C    , we can use the LLVM compiler framework 
- It has a typical input/output structure, with requests coming in and web pages going out 

To instrument our tainting in lighttpd, we don’t directly work on the source code but use an 
intermediate representation (IR) instead. This is easier, because the C code is already pre-processed at 
this stage and control flow graphs are available. To this end we make use of the compiler 
infrastructure LLVM, packed with dragonegg being a frontend C compiler plugin for gcc. The effect is 
that regular gcc can be used, but some stages of the compile process are handed over by the 
dragonegg plugin to LLVM. The highly modular architecture of LLVM makes it perfect to create our 
own modules which can change or instrument the existing code. 

Finally, when the instrumentation is done, we can run lighttpd and extract all the information we 
would like to know. With this information at hand we are then free to use whatever tool we like, to 
gain insight in the execution, particularly in the propagation of taint over time. For this thesis we have 
written several tools that can show plots, find code snippets responsible for tainting and to discover 
functions which are unimportant and can be excluded from analysis. 
 

 

1.3 OUTLINE 

 
Chapter 2 explains in detail the differences between explicit and implicit flows, and determines which 
rules for taint propagation were used. We will see there are 3 different modes used for analysis, each 
having their own set of rules. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the way any C program can be 
analysed and visualized using the tools written. The fourth chapter contains an introduction to the 
various visualization tools and will have a detailed description about how we should interpret the 
plots. It describes the experiment we will run on lighttpd, in terms of both setup and the execution.  

The following two chapters, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 have a detailed analysis of the experiment for 
both explicit and implicit flows respectively. Details about the taint spread in lighttpd are discussed in 
detail. 

The final Chapter 7 evaluates the results and summarizes the general weaknesses of taint 
propagation using implicit flows. We conclude with a section about the research left as future work. 
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2. TAINT PROPAGATION AND MODES 

 

In dynamic taint analysis, taint is added to every byte coming from untrustworthy sources, at runtime. 
This is achieved by instrumenting for example a read call with a taint function that adds taint to the 
bytes read. From this point on, the taint can be copied or deleted according to taint rules. Every set of 
rules is called a mode and during execution only 1 mode is active at the same time.  

The first mode is called explicit mode, which is normal taint tracking without looking at control 
dependencies or implicit flows. The following set of rules defines this mode: 

Assume x is a tainted value, stored at p (p is a pointer to x), and y is an untainted value stored at q 
(q is a pointer to y). Then y becomes tainted on one of the following instructions  

Instruction Example 

Assignment y = x 

Arithmetic operation y = x + 3 

Bitwise operation y = x | 3 

Load y = *p 

Store *q = x  

 

Next to explicit mode, we will define two modes which incorporate implicit information flows as well. 
The first one is called limited implicit mode. This mode has the same set of rules as defined for 
explicit mode, including: 

Instruction Example 

Boolean operation y = x || 0 

Equality condition if(x==3) y; 

Inequality condition if(x!=3) {} else y; 

 

The final mode is called full implicit mode. This mode has the same set of rules as defined for limited 
implicit mode, including: 

Instruction Example 

Range condition if(x<3) y; 

 

Furthermore, full implicit mode will taint the else branch if it’s taken because it parallels the if branch 
of the conditional being inverted. Limited mode will never taint the false branch. 

Note in particular that the following operation does not propagate taint: 

Array y = a[x] 

 

Because the array operation evaluates to y = *(a + x), we have the option to apply pointer tainting, in 
which reads from a tainted address will be tainted too. However, this leads to many false positives as 
table lookups based on an offset which comes from input is very common and taint is easily 
propagated through linked lists which leads to overtainting [3]. Therefore we exclude pointer tainting 
from our analysis. 
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3. THE ANALYSIS TOOLS 

 

In this chapter we give a detailed overview of the steps needed to do a visualized taint analysis with 
the tools we have written. Therefore, this chapter is very specific to our implementation, though it is 
necessary to understand how the programs are altered before we describe the experiment.  

 

3.1 PREPARATION 

 
The tools we have built require a UNIX environment, with LLVM and dragonegg installed. Before the C 
program to be analysed can be instrumented with taint instructions, we have to take care of any 
external functions it uses. For example, if the program makes use of libc, a custom libc has to be 
compiled with taint instructions instrumented. Otherwise we will lose taint on any external function 
like memcpy. Also, we have to make sure that no assembly code is used,  because the instrumentation 
only works on the level of C. 

 

3.2 TAINT INSTRUMENTATION 

 
When the preparation is done, C programs can be built with taint instructions inserted. A complete 
user guide is given in Appendix A.  

Modularity has been a central design choice for the tools made. The tracking functions for the heap 
and the stack are stored in separate libraries, and can be included independently or together during 
compilation. Most options like taint mode, time bounds, graph size and specific taint behaviour are 
passed as command line parameters. This makes it easy to write automated scripts later on for the 
experiments. 

 The results of the experiment are stored inside text files. These are human readable and provide 
information for analysis. Next to this, they can be post-processed to create graphs. This post 
processing is decoupled from the tracking phase, so multiple experiments can be done before the 
graphs are generated. Moreover, graphs of various runs may be combined to create a comparison 
overview. 
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4. THE EXPERIMENT 

 

This chapter will describe a case study to be performed on lighttpd. We determine the setup, and 
explain the (visualization) tools which were written to be used for analysing taint propagation.  

 

4.1 SETUP OF THE EXPERIMENT 

 
Lighttpd (pronounced “lighty”) is an open-source web server, optimized for speed and flexibility [4]. It 
is used to serve for example Youtube, Wikipedia and Meebo. For the study we used lighttpd version 
1.4-30, installed on a virtualized Ubuntu 12.04 distribution. During configuration we specified the 
compiler to be dragonegg for compiling, and regular gcc for preprocessing. Also, we compile lighttpd 
statically (the –DLIGHTTPDSTATIC flag has to be set), for dragonegg isn’t able to link dynamic libraries.  

The compilation of lighttpd including taint instrumentation takes a minimal amount of time (about 
30 seconds on a 2.6 GHz Intel core i5). This makes it a very suitable application for testing and playing 
around with. The source code consists of 1.5MB of plain C code, from which more than 50% are 
modules which can optionally be left out. It has a traditional web server architecture, with a main loop 
residing in server.c which handles incoming requests, dispatches, and listens for more requests. 

There are different places where we can introduce taint to the program. When we look at the 
different types of input, we see there is a configuration file and a request parser. The configuration file 
is handled by a separate program called lemon [5], which we do not instrument. Therefore, we chose 
to bring taint into the system by tainting (parts of) the incoming HTTP requests. To this end, the read 
call in connection.c is wrapped and replaced by our own function, which adds taint to the bytes read. 
Then we run the program, collect the output and analyse it to see where taint ends up in the system. 

To be able to compare the different runs we try to execute them as similar as possible. Therefore 
we created a script which executes lighttpd and then waits 60 seconds so it has the chance to do its 
initialization. Then it opens a ‘Hello World!’ webpage hosted locally. It waits another 120 seconds for 
the request to be handled and taint to flow through the system. Then the browser and lighttpd 
processes are killed. 

By default, libc functions are on a list of excluded functions. This list contains functions that will not 
show up in the data files or graphs. They are of course still instrumented with taint functions, so the 
taint will propagate. As for the stack data, we are certainly not interested in local variables inside libc 
functions becoming tainted. Also for the heap we already know libc functions will not persist any data 
in memory, so tracking it will be useless. Of course functions of other libraries to link with can be 
excluded as desired.  

 

4.2 VISUALIZATION TOOLS 

 
Analyzing taint flow, and taint explosion in particular, translates into visualizing something highly 
invisible like tagged bytes in memory locations, to a clear picture of information flows inside the 
execution of a program. Between these two worlds is a large gap, and this gap has to be filled: First to 
make the step from imperceptible memory to a comprehensible graph even possible, and second for 
the user to obtain directions and a pathway for digging down deep into the interesting locations. In 
this chapter a bottom-up approach is followed where first the extraction of necessary data is 
explained, then how it is transformed to be useful for low-level inspection and finally how graphs can 
be plotted from this data. 
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4.2.1 DATA FILES 
When the instrumented program is executed, output is automatically generated because the functions 
inserted by LLVM contain print statements. Every print statement is directly flushed to the file, as order 
of execution is crucial for correct display of the graph. The disadvantage is the extra overhead of 
writing to the file, but it keeps from ordering issues later on. 

The information is stored in data text files. Even from this early stage, these files are human 
readable so the user can derive information from it. Depending on the modes and flags set, different 
data is written out. 

A detailed explanation of the syntax is given in Appendix B. 

4.2.1.1 STACK DATA FILE 
To track the taint we insert functions which trigger the output at 4 different points. 

- At the start of a function 
- Right before a call 
- Right after the return of a call 
- Right before the return of the function 

Having checkpoints at these 4 places turns out to be just the right-grained size for analysing the taint 
flow. Of course a lot can happen between the start of a function and the first call, between subsequent 
calls or between the last call and the return, but these parts of the code are often relatively easy to 
understand and can be further analysed by hand. Having more checkpoints would magnify the graphs 
severely which makes them unreadable while having less of them leaves the user with too much code 
to analyse himself. 

Also, between a call and the start of the called function it is impossible for taint to increase or 
decrease so two checkpoints seem unnecessary. However, we will print results in function scope, so 
because they are executed in different functions we need them both. 

Every checkpoint has its own logical time id associated with it. For each time value, there is a fixed 
amount of local variables (including the ones of functions which haven’t returned yet and are up the 
callstack). It is interesting to see how many of them are tainted. A second data file contains lines with 
this information.  

Later on, this data can be used to plot an overview graph for the user to have a global idea of how 
many taint is available in the stack at any given time. 

4.2.1.2 HEAP DATA FILE 
For the heap, it makes no sense to analyse allocated data in the scope of a function, because heap 
objects (usually) live longer. To this end, information about the heap objects is stored in a global 
vector, and every operation on the heap is printed.  

Next to this, on every checkpoint mentioned in the previous section an overview line is printed. 
This has the same format and purpose as the one for the stack, except for the fact that a percentage is 
printed because we know how many bytes are exactly allocated. Also, in this case it makes more sense 
than an absolute value because the user isn’t likely to be interested in which exact bytes in the heap 
are tainted, but just wants to know ‘how much’ tainted the heap is at different points in time. 

This data file thus gives the user a neat chronological overview of the size of the heap, the 
percentage of taint in the heap and what operations are performed on the heap. Because it is 
generated at the same time as the stack data file, the same logical time id’s can be used. This creates a 
connection between events on the stack and the heap. Without printing the function names in the 
heap data file, they can be still looked up using the stack data file by looking for the same logical time 
id. 
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4.2.2 TAINTMAP FOR THE STACK 
The stack data file serves two purposes. It can be read for a detailed low level inspection of taint in the 
stack, and at the same time it is the source for the taintmapparser. This parser tool creates a 2D plot, 
where each function is represented as a rectangle with boxes. Each box represents a local variable, and 
is coloured red when tainted, or left blank otherwise. We call this plot a taintmap. 

A taintmap gives the user a less detailed but bigger overview of the taint flow. It is intended to 
make it easier to recognize how taint in functions influence each other. Because programs can have 
thousands of function calls per second, some steps have be taken to keep the size of the graph small 
enough to explore. First of all, a text file can be created which contains names of functions which are 
to be excluded from analysis. For example a buffer_init() call may not be interesting but can be 
called hundreds of times, obfuscating the graph. This text file is read already in the early stage of 
compiling, so these functions aren’t instrumented which will save some performance and possibly 
many bytes of data written to the output. Included is yet another tool, the functioncounter, which just 
provides a sorted list of functions and the number of appearances in one run. 

Second, the graph can be adjusted to user specified bounds. The idea is that the user uses the 
overview tool (explained in the next section) first to find a place of interest, and then uses the taintmap 
to zoom in on this area. The user specifies the left and right bound, and the parser will adjust the 
height of the graph to the functions which are used during this time interval. This is a fairly complex 
process, for which the taintmapparser has to perform two passes over the input file.  

The heap doesn’t have a taintmap, because it makes no sense to print the contents of the heap for 
every function (not to mention the impossibility of keeping the graph concise that way).  

4.2.3 OVERVIEW GRAPHS 
The most high level graphs are the overview graphs. These are generated for both the stack and the 
heap. They are line graphs, with the checkpoint logical time id’s on the horizontal axis, and the amount 
of taint on the vertical axis. These graphs can point the user to weird behaviour; strong inclines, 
declines, peeks and dips.  

They also provide for a good comparison between the various modes. For example, it may be 
interesting to see if explicit mode and implicit mode behave the same at some points, and at which 
points they differ.  

It’s important to note that the amount of taint in a function shown in the overview graph for the 
stack is not being updated until the next checkpoint for that function. In Table 1 we see an example 
where local variable p will be counted as tainted until execution returns to f1. 

 

f2(char **q) { 

    untaint(q); 

    f3(); 

    … 

} 

f1() { 

    char *p = &global_char; 

    taint(&p); 

    f2(&p); 

} 

 

 
Table 1 - Code example where local variable p may show taint for a long while though it's already 
untainted 
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Nevertheless, the purpose of this graph is to show the speed of the spread of taint and having 
some outdated variables will not pollute the big picture. 

 

4.2.4 OTHER TOOLS 
Because the local variables are printed by identifier, it can be hard to determine to which variable in 
the code it corresponds. Therefore we created the findalloca tool, which derives the line of LLVM 
bitcode which states the name of the variable for a given source file, function name and id. 

Finally, two other tools included are repairmap and heapparser. The first tool analyses the data 
stack file for inconsistencies. For example, a function call may be done, but a return is never seen. 
There are many reasons why this could happen, for example the reception of a signal or the execution 
of an endless loop. Because the plotparser tool expects the source file to be consistent, repairmap 
adds dummy statements to the file. These can be found in the graph labelled as “DUMMY”, so the user 
is notified that there is missing information in the output and there might be something particular 
about that part of the execution. We could also have adjusted plotparser to be resilient against these 
inconsistencies, but using repairmap as intermediate step we are separating concerns, leave the 
original data file untouched and provide information to the user when inconsistencies have been 
found using the dummy keyword. 

Finally, heapparser is a very simple program which just excludes the allocation information from the 
heap data file (like ‘Malloc 32 bytes’). What’s left is a list of checkpoint logical time id’s and the amount 
of tainted bytes at that moment. This can then be used as a source file for the overview graph for the 
heap. 

 

4.3 EXECUTION 

 
There are many different settings for which analysis could be done. To start with, there are 3 modes, 
which can be executed in 2 ways: having heap bytes untainted after a free, or having not. This makes 
for six modes which can be compared for the same type of taint input. As the collection of output is 
automated using scripts, we use a batch script which runs these 6 modes sequentially. The workflow 
then becomes as follows: 

1. Decide on where to add taint and change the lighttpd source code. 
2. Run the batch script 
3. Collect the output data 
4. Analyse the output 

The batch takes about 30 minutes to finish on the system mentioned in section 4.1.  
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5. ANALYZING LIGHTTPD: EXPLICIT MODE 

This chapter is the first of two chapters where we analyse lighttpd, conducting the experiment 
explained in the previous chapter. In this first part we apply tainting in explicit mode. Our first aim is to 
have a rough idea about the structure of the program. Once we are familiar with the general path of 
information flow, we will look for locations which are kept undertainted by explicit mode. In the next 
chapter we will try to solve this using implicit mode. 
 

5.1 BIG PICTURE 

 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the overview graphs are the best ones to start with. They will 
give a general idea of the amount of taint in the system over time. We run lighttpd in explicit mode 
and generate the overview graphs.  

In explicit mode, the stack overview shows only a few moments where a tainted value is seen. Most 
of these are in helper functions like isdigit(), which for example is used when parsing the URI of 
the HTTP request. Because the tainted request is inside a buffer on the heap and these helper 
functions are much isolated, the taint doesn’t spread well on the stack.  

For the heap, things look different.  

 

 
Figure 1 - Overview graph for the heap (explicit mode) 

Figure 1 presents an overview graph for the heap. On every checkpoint we measured the amount 
of tainted bytes compared to the total number of bytes allocated in the heap. Taint introduction is 
seen when we arrive at the 75.900th checkpoint. Furthermore, the graph stops (meaning program 
termination) at about 80.000, so about 95% of checkpoints lie in the initialization phase. Because there 
are 4 checkpoints per function call (call, start, return, aftercall), we can conclude that there have been 
about 20.000 function calls in our experiment1, so most functions have a purpose in initialization. 

Second, when looking at the y axis we see about 0.15% of the heap gets tainted on the moment 
when taint is first introduced. Then it shortly doubles, and returns back to about the same value again. 
Because percentages are shown, no conclusions can be drawn about this kind of fluctuations. Heap 
memory might have become freed or allocated meanwhile. All we can say is that the fraction of the 
heap that is tainted sharply increases and then stays fairly constant. The maximum amount of taint has 
been 0.55% in our experiment, which may seem a little. However, a request is only about 300 bytes 
while on termination the heap was allocated about 230 kB.  
    Finally we note that taint never fully disappears until program termination. 
 

                                                      
1 Libc and taint functions are excluded, so these are pure calls in the source code of lighttpd 
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5.2 GOING INTO DETAILS 

 
The first thing we would like to do is to narrow the graph by excluding uninteresting functions. A 
function is considered uninteresting when it’s unable (or very unlikely) to spread taint. To first filter out 
the most commonly used functions, we use our tool funccounter. It traverses the map of taint and 
shows which functions are called most often. The idea is that by considering exclusion for these 
functions first, we can take a big step in narrowing the graph.  

 

4229 custommalloc 

3430 buffer_init 

2452 buffer_caseless_compare 

1507 customcalloc 

1078 buffer_prepare_copy 

1039 buffer_copy_string_len 

 921 customfree 

 821 buffer_copy_string_buffer 

 709 yy_find_shift_action 

 708 yy_shift 

… 
 
The above list shows the head of the output listed by funccounter. It consists of the 10 functions which 
are called most in the trace. Before deciding on which functions to keep and which to exclude, we may 
want to take a look at the source code.  

Custommalloc is the wrapper placed around malloc, and is the function called most. Although 
4229 calls is a lot, it’s convenient to leave it in the analysis, because heap allocations can explain why 
taint suddenly disappears (heap memory is overwritten with new data) or doubles (a buffer is copied). 

The next function on the list is buffer_init(), a buffer initialization function specified by the 
code in Table 2. 

 

   buffer* buffer_init(void) { 

   buffer *b; 

   b = malloc(sizeof(*b)); 

   assert(b); 

   b->ptr = NULL; 

   b->size = 0; 

   b->used = 0; 

   return b; 

} 

 

 
Table 2 - Source code of buffer_init() 

All it does is allocating space in the heap for a buffer object, consisting of information about the 
memory location, total size, and an index to the cursor. No arguments are declared, no globals are 
used, nor any conditional statements are in the code. So this function is unable to affect the taint flow 
in the system. The only possible event we might notice happens when the malloc allocates space in 
the heap that was not untainted when it was freed last time. In this case, when the malloc allocates it 
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and the three values become written (b->ptr, b->size and b->used), the amount of taint will 
decrease. However, this is something which is better associated with malloc, so we don’t necessarily 
have to have buffer_init() in our analysis. It provides us no information so we add it to the 
exclusion list. 

The next function is another buffer function, buffer_caseless_compare(). Its code is much 
more sophisticated than the buffer_init() function. It takes 4 arguments; 2 strings and 2 lengths. 
At the beginning of the function, 5 more local variables are defined. The purpose of this function is to 
compare the two strings given, not accounting for their case, and return 0 if they are similar. If they 
have different length, the number of characters they differ is returned. Otherwise, the difference in 
numerical value of the first two characters that differ is returned. Because again no globals are used, 
and there are no references to or allocations on the heap, this function is isolated from the rest of the 
program. The only way for taint to get into this function is to have the arguments tainted. The only 
way for taint coming out is through its return value. In explicit mode, the line  

if(a == b) return 0; 

will not taint the return value. This means for this mode that buffer_caseless_compare() 
propagates taint only when the strings to be compared are not similar (because it returns the 
difference between two tainted chars). But for implicit mode it also propagates on equal strings. As 
this function plays a vital role in distinguishing the modes of taint propagation, it’s best to leave it in.  

The next couple of functions can be projected to the same kind of analysis. Customcalloc and 
customfree are convenient to keep, while buffer_prepare_copy() is just another buffer allocator 
(this time for the contents of the buffer so it might be interesting), and buffer_copy_string_len() 
copies a string to a buffer without affecting the environment. We exclude them both from analysis for 
now. 

With the uninteresting functions added to the exclude text file, we recompile lighttpd with less 
instrumentation and run the script to generate the results, which are shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2- Overview of the heap with some irrelevant functions excluded (explicit mode). We will discuss 
the graph in more detail in Section 5.2.2 

 

Just by excluding 3 functions from analysis, the amount of checkpoints have gone back from 80.000 to 
less than 51.000. 

Most of the information offered by the overview graph has been analysed by now, so we advance 
to the next analysis tool, which for the heap is the heap data file. 
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5.2.1 EXPLORING THE HEAP DATA FILE  
The heap data file contains a mix of information. When a malloc, calloc, realloc or free is done, a line 
indicating this event is printed including the size in bytes.  This information is printed in the following 
form:  

 

checkpoint_id tainted_bytes total_bytes function_name 

 

This information allows us a detailed view of the exact moments when taint is introduced, copied or 
dropped. The function name provides an easy way to find the corresponding function. The first 
occurrence of taint happens at the following lines: 

 

Malloc 4160 bytes 

48500 0 223376 connection_handle_read 

48501 0 223376 read_tainted 

48502 0 223376 read_tainted 

48503 0 223376 read_tainted 

48504 285 223376 read_tainted 

48505 285 223376 connection_handle_read 

48506 285 223376 connection_handle_read 

48507 285 223376 connection_handle_read_state 

 

The first line shows a malloc is being done, allocating 4160 bytes on the heap. There are 223.376 
bytes allocated on the heap now, allocated by a total of 4768 allocations (not shown in the data file). 
The lines succeeding the call to malloc show the information about the current state of the heap. Every 
checkpoint_id corresponds to a checkpoint. From the stack data file we see why read_tainted is 
shown four times (Table 3). The lines represent the function_start, call to the real read function 
(read_tainted is the wrapper which adds taint), the return of the read function (aftercall) and finally 
the return of read_tainted.  

 

 

(read_tainted 13) 

[read_tainted read ] 

{read_tainted read } 

<read_tainted > 

 

 
Table 3 - Excerpt of the stack data file where it is visible why read_tainted is printed 4 times. The read 
doesn’t have a start/return, because it is excluded from analysis like any libc function. 
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int read_tainted(int fd, void *buf, size_t count) { 

 int len = read(fd, buf, count); 

 if(len>0) taint_addrs(buf,len); 

 return len; 

} 

 

 
Table 4 - The implementation of the read_tainted function, a wrapper for read which adds taint to the 
read bytes. 

 

From the heap data file we see that the first taint is introduced between the aftercall of read and the 
return of read_tainted(). The code in Table 4 shows this is to be expected. Then after the return, 
read_tainted() returns to connection_handle_read(). This is a large function which is worth 
analysing by looking at the code, because the taint spread starts here.  

5.2.2 THE GRAPH 
We give a short explanation here, using the graph in Figure 2. The numbers inside the parentheses 
correspond to those in the figure. 

The function connection_handle_read()(1) invokes read_tainted() and copies the contents 
from the read buffer into a request buffer stored in the connection object associated with the read. 
This copy (2) is visible in the heap data file: 

 

49234 285 223696 buffer_append_string_len 

49235 570 223696 buffer_append_string_len 

 

The number of tainted bytes is exactly doubled, which is a sign of a copy. Then there is a free (3), and 
the taint goes back to 285 again. It seems, without looking at the code, that the request is copied into 
a buffer of the connection, and the original buffer is deleted. To verify this, one should look at the 
code which is always the most detailed view available. But for now the flow of taint can be well 
explained by looking at the heap data file. 

The number of taint in the system is doubled again (4), so we assume the buffer is copied to 
another one.  

 

49313 285 219536 buffer_copy_string_buffer 

Malloc 320 bytes 

49314 570 219856 buffer_copy_string_buffer 

49315 570 219856 http_request_parse 

Malloc 64 bytes 

49316 580 219920 http_request_parse 

49317 580 219920 get_http_method_key 

49318 580 219920 get_http_method_key 

 
However, after the second malloc there is an increase of 10 bytes in tainted bytes. This is interesting, 
because it can be the first moment that taint is leaked outside of the request buffer. The code between 
these two checkpoints is shown in Table 5.  
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… 
1 buffer_copy_string_buffer(con->parse_request, con->request.request); 

2   }    

3   keep_alive_set = 0; 

4   con_length_set = 0; 

5 

6   /* parse the first line of the request 

7   for (i = 0, first = 0; i < con->parse_request->used && line == 0; i++) { 

8     char *cur = con->parse_request->ptr + i; 

9     switch(*cur) { 

10       case '\r': 

11     if (con->parse_request->ptr[i+1] == '\n') { 

12    http_method_t r; 

13    char *nuri = NULL; 

14    size_t j; 

15 

16    /* \r\n -> \0\0 */ 

17    con->parse_request->ptr[i] = '\0'; 

18    con->parse_request->ptr[i+1] = '\0'; 

19  buffer_copy_string_len(con->request.request_line, con->parse_request->ptr, i); 

20  if (request_line_stage != 2) { 

21         con->http_status = 400; 

22         con->response.keep_alive = 0; 

23       con->keep_alive = 0; 

24         return 0; 

25    } 

26  proto = con->parse_request->ptr + first; 
27  *(uri - 1) = '\0'; 

28    *(proto - 1) = '\0'; 

29    if (-1 == (r = get_http_method_key(method))) { 

30   … 

31      case ' ': 

32  switch(request_line_stage) { 

33     case 0: 

34      /* GET|POST|... */ 

35      method = con->parse_request->ptr + first; 

36      first = i + 1; 

37      break; 

38     case 1: 

39      uri = con->parse_request->ptr + first; 

40      first = i + 1; 

41      break; 

42     default: 

43      return 0; 

44     } 

45     request_line_stage++; 

46     break; 

47    } 

 

 
Table 5 - Code snippet of http_request_parse(), a  function inside request.c 
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First thing to notice is that there is no malloc visible in this code while it was in the heap data file. It 
was called by buffer_copy_string_len(), one of the functions in the exclusion list. To understand 
this code, it helps to actually know the contents of the request.  

 

 

GET / HTTP/1.1 

Host: 127.0.0.1 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; Linux i686; rv:21.0) Gecko/20100101 

Firefox/21.0 

Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8 

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Connection: keep-alive 

 

 
Table 6 - HTTP GET Request, sent from Firefox to the lighttpd webserver for fetching index.html 

This request is 285 characters long, which matches the amount of tainted bytes we saw in the data file. 
The buffer_copy_string_buffer() (1) copies the request from con->request.request to con-
>parse_request, a buffer for requests to be parsed. The taint doubles. The used parameter in the 
loop (7) will equal 286, because it’s the length of the buffer including the terminator \0. The request is 
traversed by character from the beginning, until either a \r or a space character is read. As can be 
seen from the request in Table 6, the first occurrence of either of these characters is a space between 
GET and / . However, because con->parse_request->ptr is a pointer to a tainted value, local 
variable method doesn’t become tainted (35). The same story holds for the second space, which 
doesn’t lead to tainting of local variable uri (39).  

The following character is a \r, which leads to execution of the first case of the switch statement. A 
call to buffer_copy_string_len() copies the request line of the HTTP request to yet another 
buffer (19). This request line is 14 characters long, while the taint only increased 10 bytes. The reason 
for this decrease in taint of 4 bytes is explained by the \r\n being overwritten by \0\0 (17-18), and 
the URI and protocol are split and terminated with two untainted \0 bytes (27-28). 

The behaviour described above is repeated many times, with taint flowing from buffer to buffer, 
sometimes leaving behind its taint which is why the overview graph keeps showing a slight increase. 
When the program terminates, the heap data file reports 1190 bytes tainted, an increase of 318%. 

 

5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
So far we have analysed how taint spreads from a HTTP request string to other buffers in the program. 
Copying buffers is the main reason for increase in taint, while a decrease is caused by tainted bytes 
being overwritten with untainted data. Other reasons for increase are indirect spread via local 
variables. However, our findings are of no use yet. Instead of understanding the functioning of 
lighttpd, we aim to understand the spread of taint. The only way to learn about the real characteristics 
of taint flow is to compare 

- Different modes of tainting 
- Different places of taint initialization 

In the next chapter we will do this, and seek to find out if taint really explodes when we apply implicit 
mode.  
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6. ANALYZING LIGHTTPD: IMPLICIT MODES 

 

In this chapter we will run lighttpd with the implicit modes enabled. We try to explain all differences 
we see between any of the modes, and in particular evaluate the performance of the limited implicit 
mode. Introduction of taint is done in different parts of the HTTP request, to see how it affects 
propagation. For each of the experiments, we first discuss a big picture which shows an overview of 
the amount of taint on stack and heap, and then explain the details of the prominent values. 

 
6.1 TAINTING THE REQUEST 

 
In this section we taint all bytes of the incoming HTTP request. This is the same as we did in chapter 5, 
so we can have a good comparison with explicit mode. We look at the overview graphs – first the 
stack, then the heap - to search for interesting behaviour, which we will explain using the data files 
and source code. We can compare the plots per checkpoint, because the graphs are plotted in the 
same figure. Although the scripts are automated, the request isn’t always parsed at the exact same 
time (checkpoint). Therefore, the starting points need to be matched afterwards. 

6.1.1 BIG PICTURE 
It makes sense to combine the overview graphs for all 3 modes, so to have a good way of comparing 
their shapes. In Figure 3, the overviews of the 3 modes are printed in the same graph.  

 
Figure 3 - Stack overview graph showing the amount of variables tainted for various modes together. The 
taint spread was initiated by adding taint to all bytes of the http request 

The graph shows many spikes, because the value presented is the sum of all local variables up the 
callstack which are tainted. Recall the taintedness is only updated on calls, after calls or returns. Also 
taintedness of local variables above the current function can be stale. Therefore the graph doesn’t 
show the exact amount of taint, though the big picture is still comparable. 

The callstack seems not very large (i.e. the number of functions), as many times the amount of taint 
hits the zero line again, which usually means execution has moved back to the main function again. 

It’s interesting to note that execution stopped at checkpoint 63.000 while the last taint was seen at 
around 61.500. This is due to another property of the stack overview graph; most variables will report 
their taintedness not earlier than the return checkpoint. Especially small functions which don’t call 
other functions have only the return checkpoint to do this. However, on a return it is also removed 
from the callstack and because the checkpoint is after the return, the taint isn’t show in the graph. 
Therefore, the stack overview graph shouldn’t be used as a way to measure the amount of taint; it is 
just a simple way to find checkpoints of interest which then can later be explored using the taintmap.  
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The story for the heap is different. Because heap data outlives functions, the overview graph provides 
us with a very detailed view of the amount of taint in the system. Also, because taint is introduced in a 
buffer on the heap, it should be the first place to investigate taint spread.  

 
Figure 4 - Overview of the heap for various modes. The http request was fully tainted 

Again we plot the 3 modes, in which we untaint heap bytes that are freed. The result is shown in 
Figure 4 

Some of the observations made: 

- The green and blue graph follow almost the same line. There seems to be little difference 
between limited and full implicit mode.  

- The implicit modes have about 4 times as much taint as the explicit mode. We already 
expected this because taint spreads more easily, but still no explosion. (1,96% against 0,55%) 

- Most peeks and dips have the same shape for all modes. This looks like taint is increased at 
the same moments, only the implicit modes have more of these and don’t lose taint as quickly. 

- There is one peek for implicit modes (around checkpoint 51200) which is not seen for 
explicit mode. After code inspection this turned out to be a constant string (hardcoded error 
page) being copied into a buffer on the heap. A part of this code is shown in Table 7. Because 
the variable holding the http-status has become tainted, the buffer copy was inside a tainted 
context, the taint was preserved in the copy. 

 

 

switch (con->http_status) { 

    buffer b; 

        /* build default error-page */ 

       buffer_copy_string_len(b, CONST_STR_LEN( 

    "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"iso-8859-1\"?>\n" 

    "<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC \"-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN\"\n" 

    "\"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd\">\n" 

    "<html xmlns=\"http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml\" xml:lang=\"en\" 

       "lang=\"en\">\n  <head>\n <title>")); 

 

Table 7 - Code example where implicit mode taints the buffer containing the error string 

Although we show the result of 3 different runs, each execution is similar in the sense that it does the 
same allocations on the heap, with the exact same size. Therefore, if we would have printed absolute 
values instead of percentages, the three plots will show similar differences (just with other 
proportions).  
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Before we analyse the observations, first we note that the combined graph of the 3 modes in Figure 
4 is with untainting enabled. This means that tainted bytes are untainted when they are freed in the 
heap. The graph where we do not untaint those bytes looks very similar to the one in Figure 4. This is 
because most of the allocated memory is in the same location as where the old allocations were done. 
Hence, taint gets overwritten and the total doesn’t increase. From now on we only compile and 
analyse with untainting enabled, which saves us 50% compile time. 

First we should find a reason for the similarity between the two implicit modes. After some 
inspection, it turns out that the source code of lighttpd contains 35762 conditional statements in the 
source code where limited mode would propagate3, and 4399 statements where full implicit mode 
would do this. This is because most of the conditional statements contain (in)equality conditions 
(81,2%). So, the limitation only works on 1 out of 5 conditionals. If we enter an (in)equality conditional 
on a tainted variable at the beginning of the taint spread, there is a possibility that we stay in a tainted 
context so the differences between limited mode and full mode disappear. We will analyse this in 
detail in  
ection 6.1.2. 

 

 Total Core code4 

== 3316 1022 

!= 558 186 

> 146 54 

< 229 74 

Switch 260 117 

Total 4399 1453 

Table 8 - Overview of the number of conditional statements in the code of lighttpd per type 

 

The comparable peeks are due to their origin; a buffer copy or deletion causes taint to increase or 
decrease by a large amount at once.  

6.1.2 ANALYSING THE GRAPH 
Now we have done the observations, lets zoom in 
on the graph and explain the way it behaves using 
the code. The first interesting part is the start: 

Taint is introduced by tainting the whole read 
buffer 

taint(&buf) 

So even without propagation enabled, the first 
line represents the initial amount of taint for any 
mode (1). Then lighttpd first splits the request in 
two parts, the header and the (optional) data. This 
header part has to be copied into another buffer, 
the request_buffer. Because this 
request_buffer is used multiple times, it is 

                                                      
2 Table 8, 3316 (==) + 260 (Switch) = 3576 
3 Conditionals using != are not included for limited implicit mode, while they do propagate taint in this 
mode to the else branch, if existent. This makes the difference even smaller (up to 88,1%) 
4 Lemon, configuration and mod files excluded 

Figure 5 - A magnification of the plot in Figure 4 
around the origin 
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reset first. At this point, we see the green and red lines stay constant for a while, whereas the blue line 
increases a bit (2). 

This is because buffer_reset() frees buffers which are too large. So the following check is 
performed: 
 

 

if(b->size > BUFFER_MAX_REUSE_SIZE) 

 free(); 

else { 

 b->size = 0; 

 b->ptr[0] = ‘\0’; 

} 

 

 

Because only full implicit mode will propagate taint to the else branch (and also we’re dealing with a 
range conditional here), the reset block will reset the buffer parameters. Important to note is that this 
buffer information is allocated inside the heap too. Hence, when the size is set to 0 and the first 
character to NULL, this happens in a tainted context and we see the heap taint increase with 5 bytes 
(2). 

Then we see the amount of taint is doubled in size (3). This is because after the reset, the buffer is 
really copied from the read buffer to the request buffer. Shortly after, the read buffer is freed, and we 
are back at the old level again (4). Again it’s the buffer info which causes extra taint, as together with 
the buffer contents they are the only heap data referred to in this phase of the program. 

Finally, the taint is copied to yet another buffer: the parse_buffer (5). The request_buffer is 
not freed, so we will not see a similar drop as before again. We now have arrived at the parser, which 
has been discussed already in the previous section (Table 5). The three lines seem to diverge here, 
although limited implicit mode stays close to full implicit mode all the time (6). The only times it taints 
less than full implicit mode is when information on the heap like buffer size doesn’t become tainted 
because it’s inside an else-branch or range condition. However, almost all heap taint is derived from 
copies, which limited mode is unable to prevent from becoming tainted, although in most cases we 
want it to stay tainted.  

Table 9 shows a list of the first few taint fluctuations seen when running lighttpd in explicit mode, 
including the code that causes this. 
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Statement Comment Taint increment 

buffer_copy_string_len( 

con->request.request_line,  

con->parse_request->ptr, i); 

Copy the first line from the 
request to a buffer (slash 
and whitespaces were 
already overwritten with 
untainted null terminators) 
(GET / HTTP/1.1) 

+10 

buffer_copy_string_buffer( 

con->request.orig_uri,  

con->request.uri); 

Copy the URI to a second 
buffer (/index.html) 

+11 

buffer_copy_string_len( 

ds->key, key, key_len); 

buffer_copy_string_len( 

ds->value, value, s_len); 

Copy the header options to 
‘data_string’ objects. 

(Host: 127.0.0.1) 

+13 

value[s_len] = ‘\0’ Delimit fields of the header -1 

Table 9 - This table shows the first 4 occurences of taint spread for explicit mode, starting from the 
point where the lines diverge (point 6 in Figure 5) 

Most of the taint spreads in the parsing phase in explicit mode. After this phase, we see little 
increments when the URI is rewritten by mod_rewrite. Then the response phase is started which 
writes the requested page to the network output buffer. The amount of taint keeps constant. 

The two hops visible in the overview graph (Figure 4, at checkpoints 50500 and 52500) are requests 
for the favicon.ico file done by the browser. Since the first request, only the read buffer was freed. 
So the hops are caused by the read buffer becoming tainted. The other buffers were not freed after 
use and still contained the tainted values of the previous request, which is why we don’t see any 
further increments. 

The implicit modes of course receive taint on the same instructions as with explicit mode, plus some 
more. This extra taint is mainly found in state variables. For example lighttpd uses a connection data-
structure which holds a vast amount of variables which define the connection. All of these are stored 
on the heap, so they affect the spread on the heap. However, one of these variables is the 
connection->state variable, the state which is used to switch the main loop on. 

The moment it becomes tainted can be seen at the handling of subsequent requests. We have a 
switch statement, where one of the cases leads to a return. So the context of the other cases 
automatically includes the rest of the function, otherwise we would have returned. This is a dangerous 
situation which easily causes overtaint to happen when using full implicit mode. 
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http_request_parse() { 

    switch(ch) { 

        case ‘ ’: 

            … 

            proto = buffer[i-6]; 

            if(invalid_protocol(proto)) 

                return 0; 

            break; 

        default  : 

             return 0; 

    } 

    return 1; 

} 

 

connection_state_machine() { 

    while(true) { 

        switch(connection->state) { 

            case READ_REQUEST: 

                … 

      connection->state = PARSE_REQUEST; 

      break; 

            case PARSE_REQUEST: 

                if(http_request_parse()) { 

                    //handle post data 

                    break; 

                } 

                connection->state = HANDLE_REQUEST 

                break; 

            case HANDLE_REQUEST: 

                … 

        } 

} 

 

Table 10 - Code example as seen in lighttpd, showing overtainting still occurs sometimes 

As can be seen in Table 10, the main loop of the webserver is implemented as a state machine, with a 
global variable connection->state telling in which state we are. First we are in the READ_REQUEST 
state, which does the read and taints it. Then the state is set to PARSE_REQUEST, which calls 
http_request_parse() to iterate on the characters of the request and stores the interesting values 
into the proper variables.  

However, it’s this function where even limited mode can not prevent taint to leak to unrelated 
variables inside the branch. When we switch on a tainted space character, the case for the space 
becomes tainted. A possible solution we will try in section 6.3 is to not taint the spaces and special 
characters in the request. This way, there is no case in the switch statement for a value of ch which is 
tainted. Unfortunately, there is another way taint can be introduced in this branch.  
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Arriving at the first space (tainted or untainted, doesn’t matter), the protocol is expected to be 6 
places before that space, and a reference to that tainted value is made. At this point, proto becomes 
tainted, and because there is a return 0 not being taken we stay in the context of the tainted proto. 
The same story applies to the break of the switch statement, so even when we leave the switch we are 
still in the context of the tainted proto variable. In other words, if the protocol wasn’t valid, there 
would be no way we have arrived here.  

The return of http_request_parse()inside connection_state_machine() is tainted, and for 
the third time there is a break; which keeps the context of the condition inside the if-statement alive. 
Hence, the variable connection->state becomes tainted. Because the main loop switches on this 
variable, every subsequent request will be done in the context of a tainted state and taint every 
assignment on a heap variable becomes tainted. 

This is why almost every of the connection variables receives taint. Furthermore, as the tainted state 
variable is inside a switch, limited mode isn’t able to do much about it either. So both implicit modes 
will taint roughly the same variables. 

 

6.2 TAINTING A LARGER REQUEST 

 
Until now, the only effect of enabling implicit flows turned out to be a 4-fold increase of the amount 
of taint. This kind of extra taint should not be a problem for analysis in daily usage. Taint explosion is 
the known problem, but it is not seen here. The moment we introduce taint is quite late in the 
program, which may be a reason why taint doesn’t spread as much as we would expect. In this section 
we verify if adding more taint from the beginning leads to more spread. 

6.2.1 ADDING POST DATA 
We can either introduce taint earlier, or lengthen the execution. The latter option can be accomplished 
by browsing some more pages instead of just opening 1 web page. This will cause multiple requests to 
be sent to the webserver. Moreover, if we ask for content like images, or use a form to send a POST 
request, the function execution path in lighttpd will be different, and we will help the taint a little bit to 
spread through the system. 

 
Figure 6 - Overview graph for the heap when we send a POST http request, enhanced with data 

The overview graph for the heap is printed in Figure 6. Although the shape is somewhat different,  we 
don’t see significantly more taint than before, let out an explosion (Figure 7). Same for the stack. So we 
try to introduce taint earlier.  

6.2.2 TAINTING THE PORT 
The initialization reads the configuration file which defines the document root, port, available modules 
and more. It is parsed by a separate program, but in the end network.c will read the results. We take a 
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simple value like the port number and taint it inside network.c. This should introduce taint much 
earlier in the system, so it has more time to spread. In the following analysis we disabled the tainting 
of the request.  

 

 
Figure 7 - Overview graph for the heap when we taint the port value, used at the initialization phase of 
lighttpd to create sockets 

And there it is: taint explosion. From reading the heap data file we see that the request is read in at 
checkpoint 54179. At that moment, the heap is already 80% tainted when running full implicit mode. 
The interesting observations seen here: 

- There’s only one line. Taint is not spread in other modes than full implicit mode. 
- The shape of the line for full implicit mode. First a sudden increase, then constant for a 

while, and then a slowed increase till saturation of 0.8 is achieved. The fact it slowly decreases 
after that is because of memory being overwritten with non-tainted data. 

- The difference between full and limited mode. The taint does not propagate in limited 
mode. 

The overview graph for the stack doesn’t show such an explosion, which again confirms the shape of 
this overview graph doesn’t say much about the amount of taint and should only be used for 
comparing the different modes. 

 
Figure 8 - Stack overview graph when we taint the port variable. Only full implicit mode shows taint 
spread 

Observing this graph, we can note the following: 

- There is a period where the taint is constant for full implicit mode (1). Just like in the 
overview graph for the heap. 

The fact that only full implicit mode shows spread is interesting. Looking at the code, we can try to 
understand how the port variable leaks its taint: 
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<A> 

port = strtol(sp, NULL, 10); 

// Taint port 

taint_addrs(&port,sizeof(unsigned int)); 

if (host[0] == '/') { 

    is_unix_domain_socket = 1; 

} else if (port == 0 || port > 65535) { 

    log_error_write(srv, __FILE__, __LINE__,  

               "sd", "port out of range:", port); 

    goto error_free_socket; 

} 

<B> 

 

Table 11 - Code snippet of Network.c where the port value is read in 

Although it’s not obvious at first sight, section B will get tainted on full implicit mode. This happens 
because the goto statement is actually a conditional statement and is translated into the following 
code when compiling: 

 

 

if (port == 0 || port > 65535) { 

    log_error_write(srv, __FILE__, __LINE__, "sd", "port out of range:", 

port); 

    error_free_socket: 

  … 

} else { 

    <B> 

} 

 

Table 12 - Rewrite of the code in Table 11 to show the effect of goto label 

Section B contains the rest of the network_init_server() function, so every variable that is used 
gets tainted, and the foundation for taint explosion is created. This also directly explains why limited 
mode doesn’t spread at all; the else-branch <B> is not tainted. Also, the port value is immediately 
transformed using htons(), and saved in a struct which is used for binding. This is implemented in 
libc so there is no way the taint ends up inside lighttpd again. 

So goto labels are a point of interest. The next observation to further analyse is the long period where 
the amount of taint stays constant (with one jump in the middle), marked with a (1). Looking at the 
code, the network initialization phase has ended at around checkpoint 39.000 and the connection 
initialization phase has begun. 

There can be two reasons for an amount of taint to stay constant for a while. Either the taint is not 
spread anymore, or the same number of local variables get tainted again and again. The first option 
seems very unlikely as there has been spread before, and the heap overview graph shows taint keeps 
increasing in the heap. Looking at the code, it turns out the first line is caused by the cleaning of a 
cache. For the second one, there is a loop which initializes 256 connection objects. On every 
initialization, 3 chunkqueues, 3 arrays and 21 buffers are initialized. Because these four functions 
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are used over and over again in the same way, their local variables won’t show variation, so the figure 
is constant. 

It’s interesting to note that the heap graph does grow in this period, which is caused by the buffers 
created. Because the graph shows percentages instead of absolute values, the line’s increment slows 
down over time, because 20 % keeps being untainted. The absolute value graph shows linear increase 
(Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9 - Heap overview graph for the tainted port variable in absolute value instead of percentage 

 

6.2.3 MULTIPLE CONNECTIONS 
The experiment with the port variable tainted shows us as much as 80% of the data in the heap can 
become tainted. However, when we only taint the request the percentage of taint does not pass 2%. 

We suspect this has to do with the main loop of lighttpd. The main loop is a much isolated part, 
entered when initialization is done which makes the taint unable to spread more than 2%. As noted 
before, most of the heap is filled with connection buffers (about 80%) and because we did one 
request, only one of these is used. To proof this point, we use the HP tool httperf to fire multiple 
requests to lighttpd and see how it affects the fraction of taint. 

 
Figure 10 - Number of bytes tainted (y-axis) plotted against every allocation in the heap (x-axis) after 90 
requests have been handled by lighttpd (full implicit mode) 

After firing 90 requests, we inspect the heap vector and plot the amount of taint per allocation. As can 
be seen in Figure 10, there are 3 places where taints end up: 

- At the very beginning, taint (72 bytes tainted) is found in the Server struct. This struct holds 
the general information about the server, like pointers to sockets, number of connections 
active and configuration information like the port value. 

- The second location of taint is at the section with the connection buffers. Although they take 
up 

o A temp buffer (3 bytes tainted) used for swapping generic data 
o Logfile buffers (4086 bytes tainted; not drawn). On every new request, we see the 

buffer for the logfile is realloc’d  and the amount of taint inside grows linearly.  
o The Connection struct (487 bytes tainted). This struct holds the information for every 

individual connection, like pointers to the request buffers, URI information and read 
and write queues. Again we see linear growth of taint as more requests are done. 
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- The final part contains the most tainted bytes. It’s the heap data being allocated after the first 
request arrives. It contains: 

o IP address of the client 
o All buffers mentioned in the examples above (read buffer, request buffer, parse buffer, 

etc.) 
o Stat cache entries 

It’s interesting to see that every buffer which is allocated after the first request has some taint in it. This 
can be seen in the Figure 11, which magnifies the tail of the graph above. 

 

 
Figure 11 - Overview of the allocations made after taint introduction. The orange bars show how much 
bytes have been allocated, while the blue ones show how much of them is tainted. Note the standard 
chunk sizes of 16,64,128,192 and 256. 

When we sum all these values, we find 45.7% of the heap bytes allocated after taint introduction 
contains taint. 

One last thing to note about the relatively low percentage of taint in the heap, is that lighttpd has 
its own memory management which works by allocating chunks. The size of these chunks is partly 
hardcoded. For example the request buffer will always be 4096 bytes. When the request is finally read 
in, in our case it takes only 300 bytes. Even though we taint the complete buffer, in the graph the 
fraction of taint is measured against the allocation size of 4096, which is why the percentage of taint 
seems lower than it actually is. Although the request buffer is eventually freed, there are numerous 
small buffers, which are allocated with a standard size of 64 bytes, of which only a small part is used 
(this can be seen in Figure 11, where most bars have length 64). Put differently, the amount of tainted 
bytes compared to the total bytes really used  by lighttpd is expected to be much higher. 

 

6.3 TAINTING PARTS OF THE REQUEST 

 
We’ve seen it’s possible for the amount of taint to explode, though not when we taint the request. As 
it might be unable to spread taint any better (for instance, it is unable to reach most buffers in the 
heap), we try to taint less bytes and see if the taint spread will decrease too. If this won’t happen, we 
may conclude the spread is already maximal. 

To gain a little more knowledge about how the initial tainting affects the spread, we go back 
to tainting the request. First, notice that the parser that lighttpd uses for HTTP requests mainly works 
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by searching for new line characters and splitting on them. Because a switch is used, a tainted new line 
character means the whole block receives taint for both implicit modes, so to limit taint spread we 
now taint only parts of the request.  

A HTTP request consists of a request URI at the first line, then one or more header lines and 
finally data. So we will have three experiments, where we taint the URI, the Headers and POST data 
respectively. In particular, we do not taint the special characters and whitespaces any more.  
 

6.3.1 BIG PICTURE 
The graphs on the next page show the results for the experiments. 

 

 
Figure 12- Stack overview graph when only the URI is tainted 

 
Figure 13 - Heap overview graph when only the URI is tainted 

 
Figure 14 - Stack overview graph when only the headers are tainted 
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Figure 15 - Heap overview graph when only the headers are tainted 

The graph for the case where only POST data was tainted is excluded, because in every mode the data 
was copied into a buffer, was used once and didn’t spread its taint any further. The reason is most 
probably because lighttpd doesn’t have a handler for data on POST requests, as CGI is an external 
module which is not included in our test build. 

The other plots do not differ very much from each other, although some very little changes are 
visible. Comparing the two graphs for the heap, especially the red line (explicit mode) stands out. The 
one were the headers are tainted show a higher percentage of taint in the first moments after taint 
introduction. This is mostly caused by the simple fact that the header is larger than the URI. When 
read_tainted() returns, for the URI we have 23 bytes in the heap tainted while for the headers we 
see already 335 bytes being tainted. The stack overview graphs show that overtainting is mostly visible 
on stack variables. The red lines are barely visible, while the implicit modes show a lot of tainted 
values. Note that the values on the vertical axis represent variables, not bytes as with the heap.  

Nevertheless, interesting differences between the implicit modes are visible for both the stack and 
the heap. Starting with the URI graph for the heap in Figure 13, we see that during the first phase the 
amount of tainted bytes is reduced, just because we do not taint the special characters anymore. This 
is what we expected, because the large switch-statement propagating taint on the \r case was held 
responsible for this. Unfortunately,  when the parsing is done the fraction of bytes tainted is just as 
much as it was before. It has to do with the con->state variable, which becoming tainted we didn’t 
circumvent.  

It still needs explanation why the lines meet up again, as it looks like the green line grows faster 
than the blue line, which is impossible because full implicit mode always taints at least as much as 
limited mode. The reason is that the con->state variable becoming tainted just happens before this 
steep increase to the meeting point. From this point on, almost every heap byte that is touched is 
tainted. Just for full implicit mode, some of these became already tainted before, which causes the 
difference. 
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6.3.2 DETAILED ANALYSIS 
When we look at Figure 16, which is a zoomed in version of the point of taint introduction, we see two 
points of interest, one where the green line leaves the blue line, and one where the red line leaves the 
green line.  

The moment limited mode stays constant while full mode increases is at the following statement: 

buffer_append_string_buffer(con->request_buffer, parse_buffer); 

Even though we only tainted the URI, on the moment the request_buffer is copied to the parse_buffer, 
the complete request becomes tainted.  

The reason lies in the first phase of the parsing 
(Table 13). When buffer[i] is tainted, ch will 
become tainted. If ch does not equal \r, the 
‘else-branch’ to the next iteration of the for-
loop is taken. However, because ch was in the 
if statement, the next iteration executes, 
starting with the increment of i in the context 
of staying in the loop, so i becomes tainted 
also. 

Then because i<n is a conditional 
statement on a tainted value, every variable 
will become tainted, ch in particular. This 
means that all the characters of the header 
receive taint, even if we only taint the URI, 
option headers or post data. 

 
Limited mode does not propagate on a range condition, so it keeps the parts of the request other than 
the URI nicely free of taint.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13 - Code excerpt of lighttpd connections.c in the function http_request_parse(), showing 
prevention of overtainting 

  

 

for(int i=0; i<n ;i++) { 

    char ch = buffer[i]; 

    if(‘\r’ == ch) { 

 … 

    } 

} 

Figure 16 - A magnification of the graph in figure 
13 around the origin 
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The second point of interest is where explicit mode stays constant when limited mode increases. Of 
course this is due to an implicit flow, the same one we already saw before. We can conclude that even 
if we only taint one character of the request, the rest of the http_request_parse() function is 
executed in a tainted context.  

 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) { 

    a = b[i]; 

    switch(a) { 

        case -1: 

            … 

            return 0; 

        case 0: 

            … 

            break; 

    } 

} 

 

 

1. Assume byte k of buffer b is 
tainted (with 0 <= k < n)  

2. When i == k, a receives taint 
explicitly 

3. If we branch to case 0, or any 
case which does not return, the 
break makes us leave the switch 
statement, but we are still in a 
tainted context. 

 

Table 14 - Code example showing the effects of a break statement on taint propagation for implicit 
modes 

So it’s the break statement which makes the tainted context survive outside the switch statement. In 
the graph of Figure 16 we see the green line is ascending just as quickly as the blue line, and they 
mostly leave the same variables tainted. 

The exact same story applies to the situation where we taint the headers instead of the URI. The 
lines for the different modes diverge at the same places too. They spread a little more taint, as parsing 
the headers involves more instructions and buffer operations which bring about taint spread. However, 
the difference between full and limited mode is even smaller and this is just the result of a larger 
amount of data being tainted initially. Recall that the values in the heap overview graph are fractions, 
and the data becoming tainted after taint introduction are variables which do not scale. Hence, the 
relative distance between the two lines is smaller when the initial taint amount is larger. 

 

The stack graph of Figure 12 again shows many spikes. Most of the local variables get tainted in both 
cases. There are some reasons for this similarity: 

- Although different data is tainted, the same functions are traversed. The execution path 
is the same, only the data which is initially tainted differs. In both cases, the same amount of 
local variables get the chance to become tainted. 

- Some local variables have a higher chance to become tainted than others. Which data 
exactly is tainted from the beginning doesn’t matter much for most local variables. For 
example, we take the function mod_redirect_URI_handler() which parses the URI. Even 
when we only taint the header and not the URI, this function shows all its local variables to 
become tainted. The reason is an implicit flow, originated from a comparison on the length of 
the request. Whatever bytes we taint in the request, the local variables in this function will 
always become tainted.  

However, there’s an obvious point in the graphs where the green line is far below the blue one, 
indicating the limited mode spreads less taint.  
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This first remarkable difference is seen right 
at the start. Because we are talking about 
the same code, but we only look at stack 
variables now, much of the causes for 
tainting are the same as with the heap. In 
particular, the situation of Table 13 taints 
many local variables for full implicit mode 
and not for limited mode. As the graph 
presents the cumulative value of the 
number of taint on the callstack, it looks 
like limited mode taints a lot less variables 
than full mode though the only difference 
is made in that first vertical line. 

 

 
The stack overview is just a very nonspecific view of the taint spread on the stack. To really investigate 
the difference between full and limited implicit mode, we use the taintmap. 

 

 
Figure 18 - Taintmaps showing which local variables are tainted for limited implicit mode (on top) full 
implicit mode (below). Instead of all variables, only those which are tainted are printed.  

The map shows the development of taint spread from the first tainted byte found. Comparing both 
modes, they seem to have the same variables tainted, although 1 extra variable becomes tainted for 
full implicit mode. Again it’s a variable holding an error code, on the non-taken branch. 

When we view the map 2000 checkpoints ahead, we see more changes between the two modes. 

 

 
Figure 19 - Comparison of full mode (below) and limited mode (on top) by means of a taintmap for the 
first 15000 checkpoints after taint introduction 

Figure 17 - A magnified plot of the gaph in Figure 12 
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Although not easily visible, the second graph shows a higher density of tainted boxes. We can 
conclude that the limited mode shows the same shape as full mode, with just less variables tainted. 
Moreover, we don’t see complete functions which are left untainted by limited mode and are tainted 
by full mode, which makes the limiting effects of this mode doubtful.  
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7. CONCLUSION 

 
In this final chapter we will evaluate the results and see if we were able to do something about 
overtaint and undertaint. First we will evaluate the performance of limited mode, and decide if and 
when it should be used. We provide a list of code examples which sum up the style patterns 
responsible for too much or too less propagation of taint. Finally we discuss the problems still 
unsolved and propose developments left as future work. 

7.1 EVALUATION 

Our approach with limiting the standard (full) implicit mode involves taint propagation to be done on 
a smaller subset of conditionals. There have been several other approaches for tackling the problem of 
overtainting. One of them is named DTA++ [6], an enhancement for implicit DTA where taint is 
propagated more conservatively. Alternative to our approach, they go bottom-up by analysing the 
program when it’s tainted in explicit mode and then try to find the places where undertainting occurs. 
They analyse execution traces of the program run in explicit mode, and then include only the implicit 
flows in which a control-flow path completely determines the value of an input value. Because 
information is fully preserved during this control flow, its behaviour is much like an explicit flow and 
thus the taint should be propagated.  

Although their method has shown good results, some of the examples we’ve seen from lighttpd 
show that not enough taint is propagated this way. For example during parsing, the if/switch-
statements take a tainted value like the URI, alter it inside the branches by adding untainted delimiters 
and so in the end only part of the information is preserved which should still be tainted. Also, their 
analysis on a conditional involves analysing the control flow path of the else branch as well. For switch 
statements, this can lead to a large number of possible paths to analyse. Hence we opted for a 
different approach, limiting propagation on all conditionals to a small subset. 

7.1.1 LIMITED MODE 
Full implicit mode certainly taints too much. A good example we have seen is the port value, which is 
only used once to bind and doesn’t influence the rest of lighttpd. Explicit and limited implicit mode 
handle this correctly and don’t show taint, but full implicit mode taints for example the heap for 80%, 
all because the error branch isn’t taken and hence the execution of lighttpd ‘leaks’ the information that 
the port is between 1 and 65535. 

In general, the most useful advantage of the limited mode is that it does not taint the else branch 
on a failing if-statement. In almost every case we’ve seen it prevents from overtainting and on the 
other hand doesn’t lead to undertainting. We’ve seen an example where it prevents overtainting in the 
parser for the HTTP request, where implicit modes cause the loop increment to become tainted (Table 
13). Because the loop conditional contains a less-than test, limited mode will not propagate taint to 
the branch. 

However, limited mode can not always prevent overtainting. An interesting example is where we 
had to manually untaint the \r\n characters (section 6.3), because otherwise taint of the request 
leaked to variables holding information for parsing (current line, character offsets, etc.). 

Finally, limited mode occasionally doesn’t taint enough. The decision to not taint the else-branch 
for limited implicit mode is the one which causes most undertaint. In particular, many branches having 
an error check will not be tainted because it’s in the hands of the programmer to decide in which 
branch the error resides. See Table 15 for an example. 
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if(read() == 0) { 

   do_stuff(); 

} else { 

   print_error(); 

   return 0; 

} 

 

 

if(read() == -1) { 

   print_error(); 

   return 0; 

} else { 

    do_stuff(); 

} 

 

Table 15 - Example where coding style affects taint propagation. Using limited implicit mode, do_stuff() 
will only receive taint on the left code example. 

Here, the do_stuff() will only receive taint in the left code example, because in the example at the 
right it’s located inside the else branch. Hence, coding style is a deciding factor for taint propagation, 
which is wrong because the programmer is free to have his own style as long as we do not enforce a 
protocol. To solve this problem, we may either instruct the programmer to put the discontinuation 
branch always in the else part of the statement. Otherwise an annotation could be sufficient too. 
However, as most software is already written, preferably we should find a method to detect this branch 
and decide to not propagate taint here. A simple heuristic could be to look for return statements, 
variable names and strings containing ‘error’ or the length (i.e. amount of statements) inside the 
branch. 

7.1.1.1 DESCRIPTIVE VARIABLES 
Typically, limited mode keeps taint away out of variables which tell something about the tainted data, 
descriptive variables. An example is the length of a tainted string. Although it depends on the 
situation, this is usually favoured as we only want to taint data which can directly be traced back to the 
original tainted data. However, in some cases something like the length can do this too. If we know 
the URI method has a length of 3, we can be pretty sure it’s been a GET request. Therefore, a better 
approach would be to specify beforehand what kind of information other than the data itself can tell 
something about the data. For example the http status code and the port should be tainted differently, 
because the length of the first will always be 3 while the length of the port says something about its 
range of values. 

The case described in Table 10, where the validity check of the protocol keeps the program 
executing in a tainted context, is an example where it is hard to come up with rules to avoid 
overtainting. Indeed, the continuation of the program depends on a tainted variable, however there 
could have been multiple values which would allow this (i.e. https:// or ftp:// ). A static analysis could 
really help to identify how many cases would be valid and use this to calculate a value of how much 
information is actually leaked when we know the program didn’t terminate. 

7.1.1.2 STALE TAINT 
We’ve also seen that custom memory management can create a skewed picture of the taint in the 
system. Lighttpd uses chunk allocation for its buffers, which have standard sizes like 64, 128 and 1024. 
It is largely decoupled from the functions using memory, so it could happen that a value of 1 byte is 
stored in a chunk of 64 bytes, which creates the idea that 98% is untainted.  

Also, some buffers are never freed. This leads to an incorrect view of the amount of taint in the 
system at a particular time. For example the request buffer is not freed, so it stays tainted, even when 
the information is already copied to another buffer. Moreover, if a new tainted request comes in, we 
do not see the total amount of taint increase. It might be better to check the taintedness of a buffer 
before it’s written, so we will not miss any taint increments. For the purpose of ‘finding interesting 
places in the code’ this may suffice, though we still do not obtain a correct view of the amount of taint. 
It is hard – if not impossible - to tell which information is stale and which is currently in use or to be 
used, without application specific information. 
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7.1.2 LESSONS LEARNT 
In this section, a summary is given of all cases we’ve seen so far that are problematic for correct taint 
propagation in limited mode. See Table 16. 

switch(i) { 

 case 1: 

  … 

} 

 

 

 

Example 1 – Taint inside switch:  

Assume i is tainted. Then the executed case will receive taint for both 
implicit modes, because the switch statement represents an equality on i.  

 
The issue is that the case blocks inside these switch statements are usually 
very large, and are used in for example a parser. Many unrelated variables 
will become tainted. 

It seems that switch statements are usually used for delimiting and state 
variables, while if statements (which are semantically equal) are more 
specific on the variable in the conditional. An example where a large 
switch leads to overtaint is in Table 10.  

 
Possible solution: None 

switch(i) { 

    case 1: 

        … 

        a = b[i]; 

        if(!a) 

            return; 

        break; 

} 

 

Example 2.1 – Taint outside switch:  

Assume i is not tainted, though b[i] is. Then, if we execute case 1, a will 
become tainted as well. If a is true, we do not return, so because we 
continue we stay in a tainted context. The break passes flow of control to 
the end of the switch statement, which is still executed in a tainted context 

 
The issue is that everything after the switch statement is tainted as well, 
while it has low chance of being related to b[i]. The root cause of this is 
the return inside the if-statement. These are seen quite often, usually as 
error checking.  

 
Possible solution: Detect error branches 

switch(i) { 

    case 1: 

        break; 

    case 2: 

        return; 

} 

 

Example 2.2 – Taint outside switch:  

Assume i is tainted and equal to 1. Then the flow of control is passed to 
the end of the switch in a tainted context. 

 
The issue is similar to the one of Example 2.1, and happens because 
‘surviving’ the switch depends on a tainted variable. The cases with a 
return we’ve seen in lighttpd were mostly error branches. 

 
Possible solution: None 

for(int 

j=0;j<n;j++) { 

  switch(i) { 

    case 1: 

        … 

        break; 

    case 2: 

        return; 

  } 

} 

 

Example 3 – Tainting the loop variable 

Assume i is tainted and equal to 1. Then the flow of control is passed to 
the end of the switch in a tainted context. 

 
The issue here is that the increment of the loop variable j happens at the 
end of the switch statement. Because of the tainted context, j becomes 
tainted as well; a variable that should never become tainted. Fortunately 
the conditional inside the for loop is an range conditional here, so limited 
mode will not taint the rest of the loop; however, there are cases where it’s 
an (in)equality and everything inside the loop becomes tainted.  

 
Possible solution: Never taint the loop variable 

Table 16 - Code examples which cause overtaint and/or undertaint 
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7.1.3 NEGATIVE IMPLICIT FLOWS 
Although we have used full implicit mode as the mode which taints without restrictions, there are still 
flows of information which are not caught. Negative implicit flows are implicit flows where a tainted 
control flow affects later data because a value is not modified. A very simple example is shown in 
Table 17 
 

 

for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) { 

  if(x == i) break; 

} 

x = i; 

Table 17  - Example of a negative implicit  flow. X will incorrectly lose its taint. 

Assume x is tainted and equal to zero. The taint is lost in the last statement, because 

- Explicit mode: i is not tainted so the taint from x is removed 
- Implicit mode: Although i is inside the conditional and being compared with a tainted value, 

it is not tainted because the execution of the branch doesn’t lead to modification of i. Instead 
it breaks out of the for-loop, leaving i and thus x untainted. 

The problem with negative implicit flows is that they require a static analysis. We haven’t found any of 
these in lighttpd, so they are probably uncommon. Nevertheless they prove even full mode is not 
propagating enough taint. 

 

7.2 OVERTAINTING AVOIDANCE 

So, what can we actually do to avoid overtainting as much as possible? Up until now, the easiest way 
has been a static analysis on the code. In this way, a CFG can be created and analysed for possible data 
leaks. This creates many false positives, which somehow can be solved by prioritizing which of them 
should be treated as important. For example, in Java it turns out a large percentage is caused by 
exception handlers [7], which can be ignored. We found a similar reason in lighttpd, where the many 
branches leading to error conditions caused taint to propagate on the branch that provides continuity 
of the program.  

The next thing to do would actually be the dynamic analysis as proposed in this thesis. The 
visualization tools give the user an easy and fast way to see where overtainting starts, so he can 
pinpoint the location in code and do something about it. As with every kind of dynamic analysis, some 
execution paths leading to overtainted memory are not executed in the analysis, so some implicit 
flows might be missed.  

Unfortunately, things get harder with closed-source software. The best thing which can be done so 
far is trying to restrict the amount of implicit flows by looking at how much information their 
propagation preserves, as with DTA++ [6]. Even if we manage to track taint in binaries well, we have to 
find a way to integrate the enhanced security mechanism with existing ones (i.e. OS permissions). From 
experience, dynamic information flow tracking is a mechanism which is hard to interface with legacy 
infrastructure [11].  

 

7.3 FUTURE WORK 

This thesis proposes a way for programmers to analyse their program on information leaks. We also 
tried to limit overtainting by introducing a more restricted mode, called limited implicit mode. 
Although we have never seen taint explosion using this mode, there are several shortcomings 
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- (In)equality conditions aren’t as information preserving as it seems. Limited mode tries 
to limit overtainting by only propagating on conditions containing ==, which seems a proper 
step because taking that branch means that the tainted value was exactly correct. However, we 
found two flaws with this reasoning,  

o The tainted variables usually have a low range of possible values (mostly 0 or 1), so 
they contain little information 

o The statements inside the branch are usually more related to the tainted value than 
conditionals on inequalities, though we still find much unrelated variables becoming 
tainted. 

- Range conditions preserve sometimes even more information. Range checks are usually 
performed on variables with a higher range of values. For example, the length of a buffer is 
usually compared with >0 or <1024, and is more likely to contain information about tainted 
data than file_descriptor == -1.  

As for the visualization tools, there are several improvements left as future work. The data files output 
by instrumented programs can become fairly huge. Some options include: 

- Keeping a list of function names and print ID's to the file instead of the function name every 
time. 

- Hash the tainted local variables to a smaller value, which is possible because the order of the 
list is not important. 

Unfortunately a translation phase is necessary to produce the human readable files which are currently 
printed. There are some other redundancies, like the printing of the aftercalls. One can keep a list of 
executing functions and derive when the aftercall happens. However, sometimes these are not 
reported so for the sake of fault tolerance it's more safe to keep them in the output. Also, as explained 
in section 4, these missing statements can provide important information to the user. 

7.3.1 THE NEXT STEP: FRACTIONAL TAINT 
The idea of propagation on only part of the implicit flows can be also applied in static analysis, or 
analysis where the source code is available. We did this with the limited mode, which doesn’t 
propagate taint for some implicit flows of information based on the condition. Instead of looking on 
the condition, another idea is to examine how much information (in bits) is preserved through an 
implicit flow, actually much like DTA++ does with closed-source software. The advantage of having 
the code available is that the non-taken branches can be analysed too, which might influence the rules 
of propagation. After all it seems that the limited mode does its job right in most of the cases, but 
should be enhanced by program specific rules to prevent both undertainting and overtainting. 
Introducing fractional taint in this stage seems like the best option, as the amount of information that 
is preserved is a crucial point in deciding to propagate or not.
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APPENDIX A : USER GUIDE 

 

The following list shows an overview of the steps to be taken for compiling a program with taint 
instrumentation. 

 

1. Decide if the heap should be untainted after free() 

When a memory location in the heap is tainted, it will stay tainted until it is overwritten with an 
untainted value. This means that even when free() is performed, the taint stays in the heap. It is 
correct behaviour because free() does not delete the contents of the memory: Because the 
information is still there, it can possibly leak, hence the taint should not be lost. 

However, for visualization purposes it helps to be able to untaint the heap sometimes, to create a clear 
view of tainted bytes which are still used by the program. Setting a –U flag will cause this behaviour. 

2. Compile the heap_lib into a static library 

The heap_lib contains wrapper functions for the heap allocators in libc (malloc, calloc, realloc 
and free). These will store information about the heap object in a C++ vector, so later it becomes 
possible to retrieve a list of the bytes tainted in the heap. 

The heap_lib is compiled using regular gcc, and reads the option –U explained above. 

3. Compile the taint_lib into an object file 

The taint_lib consists of all the taint functions to be instrumented inline. Because it’s just one c file, it is 
compiled into an object file which can be linked with the program to instrument. 

The taint_lib is compiled using regular gcc. 

4. Set mode flags 

To specify in which mode the analysis is to be performed, it is possible to pass flags using an 
environment variable. The following flags are used: 

-ftaint 
-fimplicitflows 
-fimplicitflowslim 
-ftaintmap 
-ftaintmapheap 

To instrument the program with only taint propagation but no output for visualization, the flags –
ftaint, -fimpicitflows and –fimplicitflowslim can be used for explicit mode, full implicit mode and 
limited implicit mode respectively. Next to these, the –ftaintmap can be set for creating output of the 
stack at runtime to be used for visualization. The –ftaintmapheap flag makes the program output 
information of both the stack and the heap 

These flags will be read by dragonegg, which passes this information to LLVM. In this way the 
instrumentation done by LLVM is controlled by these flags.. 

5. Compile external libraries 

External libraries should be instrumented before the final program links with them. An example could 
be gnu libc. The process is exactly the same as for the final program. Although the program should 
still be compiled with regular gcc, this time the dragonegg plugin has to be added using the –fplugin 
flag. This will make gcc hand over some of its tasks to LLVM, namely the creation of LLVM bitcode, the 
execution of passes and the assembly. 
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Every external library should be compiled this way, in order of dependence. So if for example 
another external library uses glibc, glibc should be compiled first. Then this external library can link 
with this instrumented build of glibc. 

6. Build the C program 

The final C program is to be compiled just like the libraries in the previous step. It has to be linked 
with all external libraries it uses, the heap_lib (if –ftaintmapheap is set) and the taint_lib. The compile 
process takes definitely longer, as dragonegg requires libraries to be linked statically. This means for 
example all the contents of libc are inside the final executable, which makes it quite large. A simple 
‘Hello World!’ application has a size of 1.7 MB when statically linked with the taint_lib (8.5 kB), heap_lib 
(41.3 kB) and instrumented gnu libc (9.5 MB). 

7. Run the C program 

Once built, the instrumented executable can be run like any other program. [Performance measure 
time]. 

Figure A1 shows an overview of these steps. 
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Figure A1 - Overview of the steps needed to be taken for building a C program with taint instrumentation. 
Because step 5 and 6 both use the GCC with dragonegg, the flow of control can be distinguished by the 
green color for step 5 and the red color for step 6. 
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When the program is executed, it produces two data files which contain all information needed for 
analysis. Once finished, these data files are used for both analysis and generation of graphs. An 
overview of this process can be seen in Figure A2 

8. Repair the data files.  
Many different events may leave the data files inconsistent. For example, a signal handler might 
leave a function to never reach its return. The parser which will generate the plot is much easier to 
implement when it can rely on consistent input, hence this interim tool.  
Because the heap data file only contains values, the heapparser tool does not ‘repair’ the data file, 
but transforms it by excluding data that will not be shown in the plot. 

9. Create the gnuplot script and data files 
The taintmapparser tool reads the repaired stack data, and stores the information in convenient 
ADTs. From this data, it creates the stack plot, a graph where each function is presented as a 
rectangle with boxes inside. Above the rectangle is a label with the function name, inside there is a 
box for every local variable. It is coloured red when tainted.  

10. Generate the graphs using gnuplot 
Gnuplot will generate three graphs: 
 
- Heap overview 
- Stack overview 
- Stack taintmap 

The data files which contain the coordinates for the lines can be complemented with script files, in 
which output format and layout options can be specified. For the overviews, this is always the 
same and the script named Heap_script is specified beforehand. For the taintmap however, the 
labels of the function names have to be inserted, so the script file has to be generated. This is 
done in the previous step, at the same time when the plotdata.txt is generated. 
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Figure A20 - Overview of the steps needed to be taken for creating the graphs from the data files 
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APPENDIX B : DATA FILES 

 

In this section we describe the syntax of the lines being printed to the data files during the experiment.  

 

STACK FILE 

When either the –ftaintmap or –ftaintmapheap flag is set, the instrumented executable will output 
information about the local variables and function arguments of the current function executing. For 
the stack, these are recognized by LLVM by their allocation method: alloca(). There are checkpoints 
inserted in the function at various points, which trigger the output.  

The first checkpoint inserted is the function_start checkpoint. This one is called as the first 
instruction of a new function, and writes the following output: 

 

(function_name nr_allocas)                     i.e.: (main 28) 

 

The function name makes it easy to trace which function was executing when the output was 
generated. The nr_allocas parameter tells how many local variables this function contains, and 
makes it possible to create a fixed sized frame for the graphs. 

The next checkpoint is placed before a call to another function, and is called call. Because there 
may have been instructions executed between the function_start and the call, the output is enhanced 
with a list of the local variables which are tainted. Each local variable has their own ID (in the scope of 
the function), which is printed. 

 

[function_name_caller  function_name_callee]tainted allocas    i.e. [main foo] 5 18 

  

At this point, the called function will execute and its checkpoints are printed first, starting with a 
function_start. The output is thus stackwise, in order of execution. When this function has returned, 
the third kind of checkpoint is the aftercall. This one is inserted right after the call, to reflect if any 
changes are made to the local variables because of the call. Therefore the tainted local variables are 
printed here too. 

 

    {function_name_caller  function_name_callee}tainted allocas 

 i.e. {main foo} 5 18 19 

 

The call and aftercall checkpoints will be inserted for every call, and can happen multiple times in one 
function. When the function reaches the end or a return statement, the last type of checkpoint is 
inserted which is just called return. Because also here instructions changing the taintedness of local 
variables might have executed since the last checkpoint, tainted local variables are printed too. 

 

<function_name> tainted allocas                  i.e. <main> 18 
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An example of a function and its output is given in Table B1. 

int example_function() { 

    int a,b,c; 

    a = f1(a); 

    taint(&b); 

    return a; 

} 

(example_function 3) 

[example_function f1] 

.. 

{example_function f1} 

<example_function> 1 

 

Table B1 – Example function with output from checkpoints 

 

OVERVIEW FILE 

The overview file for the stack shows the total amount of taint up the callstack for a given checkpoint. 
It is printed as follows: 

checkpoint_time_value  nr_tainted_allocas 

 

HEAP FILE 

The data file for the heap is a combination of the checkpoint information and allocation events. The 
latter will be printed in the following form: 

Malloc nr_bytes 

Calloc nr_bytes 

Realloc nr_bytes_before -> nr_bytes_after 

Free nr_bytes 

Next to this, on every checkpoint mentioned in the previous section an overview line is printed, stating 
the checkpoint time id and the percentage of the heap being tainted. 
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